
 

 

Section Kit for Standing and Lightweight Camping 
 

This resource can help with the following Camping areas:  

 Stage 3: I know why we bring certain gear on camp for our team. 

 Stage 4: I know how to use our team gear correctly and safely. 

 Stage 5: I know what team equipment to bring on various types of camps. 
 
(L) = Lightweight Camping   (S) = Standing Camping 

Section Kit List  

Item Function Recommendation Rationale  Care instructions 

Bungalow tent 
/ Mess tent (S) 

Cooking, Dining, 
Gathering 

 Heavy canvas 
recommend  

 Party tents with 
removal panel not 
recommended  

 Ensure large wooden 
pegs are used for the 
main guy lines and 
smaller pegs for base 
of tent walls 

 One piece canvas on a solid 
metal frame is easier to pitch 
correctly and more likely to 
withstand adverse weather. 

 The guy line connections to 
the canvas are more robust in 
canvas tents. 

 Heavy canvas has flexibility in 
the material that allows the 
tent last longer (10 years +) 
provided it is stored and dried 
properly 

 

 Ensure correct brackets are used in 
the correct position (beware of 
corner bracket positions). Colour 
code with insulations tape 

 Ensure all Guys lines and peg loops 
are utilised when the tent is pitched 

 Keep the doors fully laced/zipped at 
night 

 Ensure brackets and poles are 
bagged separately in appropriate bag 
separate to mucky pegs and mallets. 

 Ensure the main canvas is dry, 
packed and folded on a clean dry 
surface and placed in the original 
bag. 

 Use identifications numbers to label 
a complete set (eg: poles, brackets 
pole bags and canvas). 

  



 

Shelters (S) Dining, 
Gathering 

 ‘A’ Shaped heavy 
canvas shelters 

 Suitable storm 
shelters eg: event 
tent  (NOT GAZEBOS) 

 Heavy canvas has flexibility in 
the material that allows the 
shelter flex in poor weather. 

 The guy line connections to 
the canvas are more robust in 
canvas tents. 

 

 Ensure poles are bagged separately 
in appropriate bag separate to 
mucky pegs and mallets 

 Ensure the main canvas is dry, 
packed and folded on a clean dry 
surface and placed in the original bag 

 Use identifications numbers to label 
a complete set (eg: poles, pole bags 
and canvas) 

Small Group 
tents (S) 

Sleeping or 
storage 

 Heavy canvas such 
as Icelandic or bell 
tents. 

 

 Heavy canvas has flexibility in 
the material that allows the 
shelter flex in poor weather 

 The guy line connections to 
the canvas are more robust in 
canvas tents. 

 

 Ensure poles are bagged separately 
in appropriate bag separate to 
mucky pegs and mallets 

 Ensure Dollies are used for Icelandic 
(ridge tents). 

 Ensure the main canvas is dry, 
packed and folded on a clean dry 
surface and placed in the original bag 

 Ensure appropriate ground sheets 
are clean labelled and stored with 
appropriate tent.  

 Use identifications numbers to label 
a complete set (eg: poles, pole bags 
and canvas) 

 

Dome tents (S) Sleeping  Large domes 
lightweight with 
porch for standing 
camp 

 Large lightweight domes can 
be appropriate for younger 
members (Beavers and Cubs) 
to pitch the tent for 
themselves. 

 Carefully store all components of 
dome tents in the correct bags (DO 
NOT LOOSE THE PEG OR POLE OR 
TENT BAGS) 

 Ensure there is correct number of 
pegs for the dome tent (write 
required number  of pegs on tent 
bag) 



 

 

Dome tents (S) 
(L) 

Sleeping   Small lightweight for 
expeditions  

 Small domes allow youth 
members and adults carry 
tents to remote locations 

 Carefully store all components of 
dome tents in the correct bags (DO 
NOT LOOSE THE PEG OR POLE OR 
TENT BAGS) 

 Ensure there is correct number of 
pegs for the dome tent (write 
required number of pegs on tent 
bag) 

 

Gas stoves (S) Cooking  Cast-iron double ring 

 Pack fire-blanket 
with stove 

 Very robust easy to clean  Keep clean and store in a solid 
labelled box 

 

Light weight 
gas  Stove (L) 

Expedition 
Cooking 

 Gas or Meth trangies  Easy to transport  Keep clean and store in a solid 
labelled box 

 

lightweight 
pots/Trivet 
stand or pot 
hook (L) 

Expedition 
Cooking 

 Ensure they are 
lightweight and pack 
into each other 

 Easy to transport  Keep clean and store safely and with 
lightweight stoves 

 

Cooler box (S) Food storage  Large solid cooler 
boxes on wheels or 
medium size boxes 
(Separate raw and 
cooked food) 

 The boxes need to be easily 
transported 

 Clean and DRY carefully before 
storage 

Tables and 
Benches (S) 

Dining  Timber folding 
benches and tables 

 Durable, easy to clean and 
stack well. 

 When they are standing legs 
can be secures with pegs 

 Clean prior to storage with 
disinfectant kitchen cleaner 

Patrol boxes 
with cooking 
kit (S) 

Dining  Selection of pots and 
pans. They should be 
stackable.  

 To ensure everything fits in a 
box and is fit for purpose 

 Clean prior to storage with 
disinfectant kitchen cleaner 



 

 Sisal can be used to 
insulate the handles. 
Pots should be gas 
and fire compatible. 

 There should be a 
selection of utensils 
with some fire 
compatible utensils. 

 Include Fire blanket  
 
 

Water 
Container (S) 

Water storage  ‘Jerry Can’ style 5 to 
10 lts (Beavers and 
Cubs) 10 to 15 lts 
(Cubs and Scouts) 

 Ideally use ‘water 
barrel’  as these are 
easier to transport 
when full 

 Beaver and Cub to carry 
containers or wheel the water 
barrel 

 Ensure they are empty when stored. 

 Can be disinfected with Milton (food 
safe) solution. 

Wooden 
Mallets (S) 

Hammering 
wooden pegs 

 Ensure you invest in 
a fit for purpose 
mallet eg: enough 
weight. 

 Label the Mallet with 
your group name.  

 Mallet needs to be safe for 
youth members use 

 Store in clean dry location 

Lanterns Gas 
(S) 

Lighting  Carefully handle and 
beware of hot glass. 

 Easy to store back up fuel  Store in a solid protected box 

Lanterns 
Rechargeable 
(S) (L) 

Lighting  Ensure they are 
charged before use 

 Durable easy to store  Ensure charger is stored in box with 
lantern 

 Remove batteries during storage 

 


